
Norway  shifts  left  –  what
implications for Scotland?
 

The result of the Norwegian general election on Monday 13
September showed a marked shift to the left in the important
oil-producing  European  state,  writes  Mike  Picken  for
ecosocialist.scot.

The three major right wing parties lost 20 seats between them
in  the  169  member  parliament  and  the  Conservative-led
government  has  fallen.

The Conservative Party that has led the right wing coalition
government since 2013 lost nine of its 45 seats, while the
most right wing party in the parliament, the anti-immigrant
Progress  Party,  lost  six  of  its  27  seats.   The  smaller
Christian Democrat right wing party lost over half of its
parliamentary seats to be reduced to just three.

The social democratic Labour Party has continued as largest
party  and  the  speculation  is  that  it  will  lead  what  is
probably a re-run of the three party coalition that ran Norway
from 2005 to 2013.  Although its victory has been hailed as a
‘landslide’ and a triumph, the Labour Party nevertheless lost
one seat in the election to fall to 48 seats, less than one
third of the parliament.

The Labour Party is already seen as neo-liberal but will face
strong  pressure  to  move  further  right  from  its  likely
coalition partner, the Centre Party, which made the biggest
gains winning an extra nine seats to take it to 28.
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Left and Green gains
The election was dominated by the climate crisis and the most
significant feature of the election for ecosocialists was the
big increase in seats for the left and greens – the Socialist
Left Party, the Red Party and the Green Party. All three
parties  work  together  in  the  environmental  and  other
movements.

The  Socialist  Left  Party  was  originally  part  of  the
traditional communist movement and gained two seats to move to
13 seats. The party has been faced with criticism from its
left due to taking part in the Labour-led coalition from 2005
to 2013. (This period was called the ‘Red-Green’ coalition,
though this is after the colours of the parties rather than a
political  description).  The  Centre  Party  are  the  likely
coalition partner for Labour, but are publicly opposed to the
inclusion of the Socialist Left Party in government now. 
Given the shortfall in seats, so there could well follow a
lengthy period of debate about whether the Socialist Left
should join the Labour-led government, or support from the
outside as the Left Bloc did in Portugal.

The significant winners from the far left was the Red Party
which doubled its vote to 4.7% and gained seven seats to go
from one seat to eight. The Red Party also describes itself as
a  communist  party  and  has  had  a  significant  extra-
parliamentary role focussing on defence of the welfare state
in Norway, one of the key gains of the post war period.

Also gaining seats was the small Green Party which increased
from one  to three seats.  The Norwegian Green Party aligns
itself with the German Greens, but its strong opposition to
extraction of North Sea oil by Norway makes it an impossible
governmental partner for the Labour Party.  The Green Party
calls for the phased ending of oil extraction, though the
demand for a sharp reduction programme and for the end by 2033
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is regarded as totally unacceptable by both conservative and
social democratic parties.

Also winning a seat was a small local campaign, Patient Focus,
against a hospital closure in the Finnmark region, reminiscent
of the Kidderminster hospital campaign that won a seat in the
UK parliament in 2001.

Impact  on  British  and  Scottish
politics
The routing of the right wing parties and the certainty of a
social-democratic led government means that all five Nordic
countries  will  have  centre-left  rather  than  right  wing
governments – Norway, Denmark, Finland, Sweden and Iceland.

Within Britain, the defeat of the right shows the important of
a focus on the climate and environmental crisis.  The UK
government hosting of the COP26 in Glasgow in November means
we have to challenge relentlessly the UK Conservative party
policies that offer no hope of challenging the crisis.  But
the  impact of the elections is likely to have greatest impact
in Scotland.

The  social  democratic-inclined  majority  devolved  Scottish
government is newly established as an agreement between the
Scottish  National  Party  (SNP)  and  Scottish  Green  Party
following their electoral gains in May.  The SNP and Scottish
Greens are likely to see Scotland as facing similar challenges
to oil-producing Norway.  The SNP and some others in the
independence  movement  are  influenced  by  the  argument  that
Scotland can survive as an independent country outside the UK
through alignment with the similarly sized Nordic nations,
with their long history of social democratic government and
welfare states.  However huge tensions exist in this policy. 
The  pressure  for  continuing  oil  extraction  from  a  global
capitalist system oblivious to the need for immediate action
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is  relentless  and  the  SNP  has  been  historically  a  strong
supporter of an oil and gas driven economy for Scotland.  So
long as the oil production is only slowly phased out, climate
change  continues  to  rampage  across  the  globe  causing
destruction of the ecosystem and death of species.  While this
now has its appearance in floods and fires across Europe and
North America in recent months, the biggest impact of climate
change remains on the ‘Global South’ of poorer countries.  The
whole planet is on fire, not just the rich countries who
mainly caused it.

But the main problem with this Nordic-alignment approach in
Scotland is that the UK state is not going to allow Scotland
to go independent easily.  The blow to the UK’s global role
would be too great, especially as it would mean relocating
Britain’s nuclear weapons from Faslane near Glasgow (recently
depicted in the most watched British TV programme – the BBC’s
‘Vigil’ drama).

Scottish independence will only be won by a mass movement for
change linking independence to internationalism – climate and
social justice – not by persuading the UK state and British
ruling class of the error of their ways.

Norway remains steadfastly outside the EU internal political
structures,  while  supporting  free  movement  across  Europe
through the European Economic Area (EEA) process.  But both
the  Scottish  Greens  and  SNP  support  an  independent
Scotland unconditionally rejoining the neoliberal EU, while
the SNP support joining NATO (which the Greens are opposed to
and have freedom to argue that in their recent governmental
agreement). Both parties are opposed to possession of nuclear
weapons by either the current UK or an independent Scotland.
However not a single NATO member state has yet endorsed the
international Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons
(TPNW) for fear of the repercussions from the likes of USA,
France and the UK. Despite conference policy to oppose nuclear
weapons, the Labour leadership in Scotland follow the line of



the  UK  Labour  and  Keir  Starmer  in  supporting  Trident  and
membership of NATO. In the current spat between France and the
UK and USA over support for Australia gaining nuclear powered
submarine technology, The Labour leadership at Westminster has
resolutely come to the defence of NATO.

Challenges of the Brexit disaster
for Scotland
The overwhelming vote in Scotland to remain in the European
Union in the 2016 Brexit referendum has been trampled over by
the Westminster Tory party and Boris Johnson’s UK government.
There  is  therefore  debate  about  what  to  do  about  it,
especially if Scotland becomes independent. The halfway house
‘Norway solution’ of EEA through membership of the European
Free Trade Association (EFTA)  that unites Norway and Iceland
(with Switzerland and Liechtenstein), is advocated by some in
the newly created Alba Party in Scotland, led by disgraced
former First Minister Alex Salmond, that split earlier this
year from the SNP.  But this solves none of the challenges of
the environmental crisis nor does it give Scotland a political
voice.  Besides, Alba Party support is miniscule and not only
did  they  fail  to  make  any  impact  at  the  recent  election
despite a lot of hype, the latest opinion poll shows them on
0% and Alex Salmond as even more unpopular than Boris Johnson
in Scotland.

The Tory process of Brexit has been disastrous for the UK and
is  strongly  opposed  in  Scotland,  not  least  on  democratic
grounds as Scotland voted so strongly against Brexit in 2016. 
A future independent Scotland will need to trade and support
free movement of people, but the SNP and Green policy of
unconditionally rejoining the EU is not adequate to confront
either the climate crisis or the post-pandemic economic and
social crises.  An independent Scotland should give voice to
those  in  the  Global  South  protesting  over  the  legacy  of



British  and  European  empires  and  colonialism  that  have
exploited  their  lives,  currently  being  denied  effective
representation at the UK government hosted COP26 in Glasgow in
November due to global vaccine apartheid where only 3% of the
population of Africa have been vaccinated.  Any independent
Scotland rejoining of the EU should be conditional on both the
explicit agreement of the Scottish people and negotiations on
demands  for  the  EU  to  change  its  disastrous  neo-liberal
policies and processes.

Important Lessons for the Scottish
Socialist Party
With  21  seats  between  them  the  success  of  the  both  the
Socialist Left and Red parties in Norway is also a lesson for
the  left  in  Scotland,  particularly  the  Scottish  Socialist
Party (SSP).  It shows that it is possible to challenge neo
liberalism and the climate crisis effectively, both on the
streets and in elections.  The SSP had six seats in the
Scottish parliament of 2003-2007 and put forward economic,
social  and  environmental  policies  that  are  now  considered
mainstream in Scotland and have in part been adopted by the
government (the SSP demand for free school meals for all is
now supported by every party in the Parliament).  The SSP
tried  to  rebuild  itself  after  its  one-time  leader  Tommy
Sheridan and his supporters tried to destroy the Party.  But
the SSP disastrously sat out the last Scottish Parliament
election on the spurious grounds that “there was a pandemic”
(just as there is in Norway).  If it had followed the lead of
the Socialist Left and Red parties in coninuing to contest
elections effectively and giving voters a clear class choice
on  defence  of  the  welfare  state  and  the  need  for  urgent
solutions  by  governments  to  the  environmental  crisis,  the
whole of the pro-independence left in Scotland would now be in
a stronger position.
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Party Vote share Seats Change

Labour Party (Ap) 26.4 % 48 -1

Conservative Party (H) 20,5 % 36 -9

Centre Party (Sp) 13,6 % 28 9

Progress Party (FrP) 11,7 % 21 -6

Socialist Left Party (SV) 7,5 % 13 2

Red Party (R) 4,7 % 8 7

Liberal Party (V) 4,5 % 8 –

Green Party (MDG) 3,8 % 3 2

Christian Democratic Party (KrF) 3,8 % 3 -5

Patient Focus 0,2 % 1 1
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